www.hengxingmosaic.com

ABOUT US
We are a professional mosaic manufacturer
located in Foshan, Guangdong, China,
near to Guangzhou and Hongkong,
beneﬁting transportation cost controlled.

F O S H A N

We are specializing in producing all
kinds of glass mosaic since 2008.
With more than 16, 000 square
meter sproduction area , advance
machines, such as 68 meter-long kiln,
high precision bevel machines and
inkjet printing machine, plus 150
skilled workers, our capacity reaches
up to 50,000m2/month.
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Crystal Glass Mosaic

Gold Line Glass Mosaic

C R Y S T A L
M O S A I C
C O . ,

All the production procedures are under strict quality control. From
the designing, color adjusting, raw material cutting, color printing,
glass cutting, edge-beveling, ﬁring, assembling, to the packing,
we do the 100% inspection and spot check before shipment.
Besides, we guarantee our products quality with the international
certiﬁcates, e.g.: SGS, TUV, BV, and CE.
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CRYSTAL GLASS MOSAIC

Crystal Glass Mosaic
.

Crystal glass mosaic, made of natural minerals and glass powder,
is the safest building material.

.

Features: soft tone, simple, chemical stability, good thermal and
cold stability, nodiscoloration, no dust accumulation, light volume
weight, firm adhesion.

.

It's transparent and shining, like jadeite. The lighting effect is more
prominent in the sun, adding extraordinary mysterious color and
infinite romantic sentiment to the pool in the night.

SHEET 300x300mm
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4CSB33

H2012

H2016

CHIP 25x25x4mm

CHIP 25x25x4mm

CHIP 25x25x4mm

HXB104

H2019

H2013

CHIP 23x23x4mm

CHIP 25x25x4mm

CHIP 25x25x4mm

CRYSTAL GLASS MOSAIC
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CRYSTAL GLASS MOSAIC

Crystal Glass Mosaic
.

Crystal glass mosaic, made of natural minerals and glass powder,
is the safest building material.

.

Features: soft tone, simple, chemical stability, good thermal and
cold stability, nodiscoloration, no dust accumulation, light volume
weight, firm adhesion.

.

It's transparent and shining, like jadeite. The lighting effect is more
prominent in the sun, adding extraordinary mysterious color and
infinite romantic sentiment to the pool in the night.

SHEET 298x298mm
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CS20

HSYC04

CHIP 48x48x4mm

CHIP 48x48x4mm
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CRYSTAL GLASS MOSAIC
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GOLD LINE GLASS MOSAIC

Gold Line Glass Mosaic
.

Gold line glass mosaic, containing a certain proportion of filiform or
point ribbon metal crystal particles, flickering in light.

.

Features: good chemical stability, hot and cold stability, no discoloration,
no dust accumulation, light volume weight and firm adhesion.

.

It is more texture and high-grade than the general melting mosaic, and the metal
crystal particles are evenly distributed and natural, in the form of dotted silk and
golden yellow.

SHEET 327x327mm
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NO-224EX

K2074-01

NO-03E

CHIP 20x20x4mm

CHIP (20x30)+(10x10)x4mm

CHIP 20x20x4mm

F335

NO-135FX

NO-100F

CHIP 20x20x4mm

CHIP 15x15x4mm

CHIP 15x15x4mm

GOLD LINE GLASS MOSAIC
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GOLD LINE GLASS MOSAIC

Gold Line Glass Mosaic
.

Gold line glass mosaic, containing a certain proportion of filiform or
point ribbon metal crystal particles, flickering in light.

.

Features: good chemical stability, hot and cold stability, no discoloration,
no dust accumulation, light volume weight and firm adhesion.

.

It is more texture and high-grade than the general melting mosaic, and the metal
crystal particles are evenly distributed and natural, in the form of dotted silk and
golden yellow.

SHEET 327x327mm
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SHEET 315x315mm

NO-143FX

NO-14E

E706

CHIP 20x20x4mm

CHIP 20x20x4mm

CHIP 50x50x4mm

NO-53FX

CL06

CHIP 15x15x4mm

CHIP 15x15x4mm
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GOLD LINE GLASS MOSAIC
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GOLD LINE GLASS MOSAIC

Gold Line Glass Mosaic
.

Gold line glass mosaic, containing a certain proportion of filiform or
point ribbon metal crystal particles, flickering in light.

.

Features: good chemical stability, hot and cold stability, no discoloration,
no dust accumulation, light volume weight and firm adhesion.

.

It is more texture and high-grade than the general melting mosaic, and the metal
crystal particles are evenly distributed and natural, in the form of dotted silk and
golden yellow.

SHEET 327x327mm

LS13

CHIP 20x20x4mm
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E709

CHIP 20x20x4mm

NO-215EX

CY013C

CHIP 20x20x4mm

CHIP 15x15x4mm

CL09

CHIP 20x20x4mm

NO-003Q

CHIP 15x15x4mm

GOLD LINE GLASS MOSAIC
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GOLD LINE GLASS MOSAIC

Gold Line Glass Mosaic
.

Gold line glass mosaic, containing a certain proportion of filiform or
point ribbon metal crystal particles, flickering in light.

.

Features: good chemical stability, hot and cold stability, no discoloration,
no dust accumulation, light volume weight and firm adhesion.

.

It is more texture and high-grade than the general melting mosaic, and the metal
crystal particles are evenly distributed and natural, in the form of dotted silk and
golden yellow.

SHEET 327x327mm
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NO-207N

NO-227EX

CHIP 20x20x4mm

CHIP 20x20x4mm

CY015B

E101

CHIP 15x15x4mm

CHIP 20x20x4mm
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STARRY SKY MOSAIC SERIES

Starry Sky Series
.

Starry sky mosaic, containing irregular distribution of white crystal
particles, is as bright as the starry sky. The surface will changes with light.

.

Features: good chemical stability, hot and cold stability, no discoloration,
no dust accumulation, light volume weight and firm adhesion.

.

The surface texture is the same as the luminous effect of pearl, and different
light angles will have different light shadow and luminous effect.

SHEET 298x298mm

HXK01- A

CHIP 23x23x4mm

HXK02- C

CHIP 48x48x4mm

HXK01- D

CHIP 48x98x4mm

SHEET 305x314mm
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HXK01- B

HXK02- B

HXK03- B

CHIP 23x48x4mm

CHIP 23x48x4mm

CHIP 23x48x4mm

STARRY SKY SERIES
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STARRY SKY MOSAIC SERIES

Starry Sky Series
.

Starry sky mosaic, containing irregular distribution of white crystal
particles, is as bright as the starry sky. The surface will changes with light.

.

Features: good chemical stability, hot and cold stability, no discoloration,
no dust accumulation, light volume weight and firm adhesion.

.

The surface texture is the same as the luminous effect of pearl, and different
light angles will have different light shadow and luminous effect.

SHEET 298x298mm

HXK02- A

CHIP 23x23x4mm

HXK03- A

CHIP 23x23x4mm
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HXK02-C

CHIP 48x48x4mm

HXK03-C

CHIP 48x48x4mm

HXK02- D

CHIP 48x98x4mm

HXK03- D

CHIP 48x98x4mm

STARRY SKY SERIES
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Hengsheng Mosaic
No.12, Xinlian Industrial Zone, Lishui,Nanhai
Foshan, Guangdong, China 528244
+86-757-8560 0826
www.hengxingmosaic.com

